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humorous anecdotes, published within a few years of each other. The first was The Hundred Merry Tales, the only surviving complete edition Jump up ^ An edition titled Shakespeares Jest Book – a hundred mery talys Shakespeares jest book: an edition of A hundred mery talys 1526. Shakespeares jest book. A hundred mery talys, from the only perfect copy known. by Oesterley, Hermann, 1834-1891, ed. Publication date 1866. Shakespeares jest book. A hundred mery talys, from - Google Books I. A hundred mery talys, from the only known copy. II. Mery tales and quicke answeres, from the rare edition of 1567 This book, Shakespeare jest-books 1. Images for Shakespeares Jest Book: An Edition Of A Hundred Mery Talys -the phrase refers of course to the general Resurrection, after which there shall be no death. Furthermore, Dr. Sanders assumes that Donne everywhere means Buy Shakespeares Jest Book: A Hundred Mery Talys Book Online at. In 1815 a book, entitled the C. Meny Tales, without date, but with the mark of John Rastell on the reverse of Shakespeares Jest - Book. A Hundred Mery Talys.